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We pride ourselves on our progressive understanding of what is both on 
trend and ground breaking in beauty, but also is environmentally friendly  
and results driven.

Our partnership with Spaceuticals by Waterlily offers the best in clean, 
green, transdermal and intensive product formulations to deliver visible 
results. 

Each product is hand crafted in their botanical laboratory in Brisbane, 
embracing the principles of fresh batched beauty. Waterlily’s heritage of 
slow skincare ensures that ingredients are nurtured from paddock to finished 
product to maintain the intensity and activity of each vital nutrient. 
Each treatment contains a carefully considered blend of nutrient-rich 
botanicals intensified in an infusion of multi-functional actives to deliver 
real results.

Our beautiful South Coast escape offers a sensory spa  experience infused 
in botanical luxury. Our stunning face and body rituals combine the latest 
techniques and intricately prepared spa products, ensuring each treatment 
is divinely relaxing. 

OUR PRODUCTS

OUR SPA
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FACIALS
Diamond Illum ination
A powerful antioxidant and strengthening performance treatment to 
target firmness, pigmentation and refine uneven skin tone. A synergy of 
performance antioxidants and anti-ageing vitamins to deliver clarity and 
brilliance, giving the skin renewed luminosity and hydration. A deeply 
moisture-locking and replenishing spa facial to smooth fine lines and 
wrinkles while promoting luminosity and brightness.

Thalasso Therapy
An ocean mineral-laden solution of over 45 essential minerals and trace 
elements boosted with sea algae extracts to promote cellular metabolism 
and support DNA repair. Refines, smooths and decongests the complexion 
while smoothing fine lines. Essential minerals and trace elements to fight 
oxidative stress while replenishing hydration and combating dryness. 
Strengthens collagen and enhances healing and repair to help with pitting, 
scarring, blemishes and wrinkles.

60 MIN
$159

Vino Therapy
A rejuvenating face treatment to deeply renew, replenish and repair. 
Enriched with offerings of pure Shiraz wine, grape seed and antioxidant 
rich resveratrol, the potent free radical fighter. Formulated to protect skin 
from ageing while targeting skin tone texture and fine lines. An anti-
ageing treatment to activate collagen, promoting firmness and tone. This 
replenishing and revitalising facial is nutrient rich for all skin types.
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Relaxation Massage 
Feel stress and tension melt away with this calming full body massage. 
Light to medium pressure will soothe aches and pains, ease your nervous 
tension and induce healing, leaving you feeling blissful and relaxed. The 
perfect way to relax. 

Therapeutic Massage
Perfect for those wanting a firmer style of massage. Your therapist will 
tailor your treatment to target areas of tension and pain, to heal and 
revitalize the muscles and mind.

60 MIN             90 MIN
$149                    $210

MASSAGEs
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Sugar Smoother 

Your choice of Pink Champagne or Lime Caviar Exfoliant. This deeply 
exfoliating spa ritual leaves the skin feeling silky smooth and aids in 
stimulating circulation to detoxify the body. The perfect treatment for 
boosting hydration and combating uneven skin tone and texture. 

Note: When booking this ritual, please let our team know if you would 
prefer the Pink Champagne or Lime Caviar Exfoliant.

60 MIN
             

$139       
            

BODY
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Hydrating Fru it R itual 
Experience the ultimate full body rejuvenation ritual. This deeply relaxing 
treatment begins with a full body exfoliation to soften and renew the 
skin. A cocoon of smoothing pink French clay crème mousse blended 
with exotic fruit extracts and pure plant oils is applied to the skin to 
deeply tone, brighten and regenerate the skin. Your treatment is finished 
with a fresh blend of citrus rind essential oils packed with vitamins to 
deeply hydrate and revitalise the skin.

Pur ify ing Marine R itual
A deeply purifying treatment designed to combat congested, uneven and 
cellulite prone skin. Begin with a purifying polish to exfoliate the skin, 
followed by a stimulating blue volcanic clay cocoon infused with active 
marine extracts, cypress and grapefruit. Once removed this revitalising 
treatment is complete with a replenishing full body hydration treatment 
to balance and revitalise the skin.

        90 MIN
          $199

BODY WRAPS
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Refresh & Revital ise
Begin your treatment with an invigorating exfoliation to hydrate and refresh 
the skin, leaving it feeling silky smooth. Relax into a tailored full body 
massage, using a decadent blend of oils to nourish and rejuvenate the body. 

Relax & Unwind 
A total relaxation treatment to calm the body and mind. Begin with a tailored 
full body massage using a calming and restoring blend of oil, hydrating and 
destressing the body. Following your massage is a luxurious spa facial, rich in 
exotic fruit oils and vitamins, to visibly refine and revitalise your skin.

120 MIN
 $279

120 MIN 
$299

SPA PACKAGES

The Ultimate Indulgence 
Indulge yourself in this sensory ritual to relax and rejuvenate you from head 
to toe. Begin your treatment with a full body exfoliation and cocoon wrap. 
Once wrapped, your therapist will calm and quieten your mind with a deeply 
relaxing hair and scalp treatment. Allow your body to relax into a tailored full 
body massage, using a blend of botanicals to nourish and hydrate your skin. 
Your indulgent experience will finish with a customised spa facial that will 
leave your skin refreshed and rejuvenated.

180 MIN
 $499
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Petit Spa Facial
An express facial designed to offer a quick pick me-up to brighten, 
nourish and revitalise the skin. Customized to your skins needs from a 
selection of nourishing cold pressed plant oils, exotic fruit enzymes and 
replenishing botanicals.

Heavenly Hair
A pure botanical hair treatment and scalp massage to restore a supple 
mind and hair that shines. Delivering intense conditioning through a 
botanical blend to revitalise and nourish the hair.

        30 MIN
          $99

ADDS ON




